A CWH GROUP HOLIDAY TO
THE SNOW SLOPES OF
GULMARG. 21 – 25 FEB

THE SNOWS OF GULMARG
Bright sunshine, a sea of snow, warm fire, hot kahwa, tumbling down ski
slopes, rising along with the Gandola, wazawan, gossip and much more. That in
nutshell is what this trip is all about. We stay in the iconic Highlands Park and
enjoy the warm Kashmiri hospitality and their excellent lounge, famous for
hosting the best adventure seekers from across the world, is where we spend
our evenings. Morning ski lessons (optional), Gandola rides, and aimless
wanderings in snow make it the ultimate chill out trip.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS
- Meanderings in snow and sun
- Skiing lessons for beginners
- Gandola rides to the top
- Evening hang out at the iconic
lounge with fellow travelers

A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Gulmarg

Skiing

The excellent ski slopes, brilliant winter Sunshine, the
wooden cottages and sumptuous food make Gulmarg
one of the most sought after winter destinations in the
world. A global village if there ever was.

Almost nothing matches the sheer exhilaration one feels
skiing down the slopes of a mountain. The balance it
teaches you, the leg muscles it strengthens, the fear of
falling it helps overcome are just a bonus.

ITINERARY: 5 DAY TRIP, 3 DAYS OFF WORK (1 WEEKEND)
21 FEB

Fly into Srinagar and from the airport
drive to Gulmarg ~ 2 hours. Plan to arrive
in Srinagar between 12 – 1:00 pm.

22-24 FEB

We set into a daily pattern of going out
after breakfast and coming back late
afternoon.

Today is about getting to Gulmarg and getting used to the place and
the snow.

During the day the options are – skiing lessons, gondola rides or just
wandering around in the snow. Or all three. We have plenty of time.
Once we are back inside the hotel by late afternoon, we will more or
less stay inside and chill out in the happening lounge of Highland
park, with people from across the globe.
As we get used to the snow, we will explore more.

25 FEB

Time to come back. We drive back to
Srinagar to catch the return flight. Book
your return flight from Srinagar after 1
pm.

After an easy, relaxed morning, we drive back to Srinagar airport.

COST FOR THE TRIP:

Stay and food

On twin sharing basis in Highland park,
Gulmarg. Breakfast and dinner
included. Lunch, snacks, mineral water
and food in transit not included.

Ski guide and
equipment

One session with guide included. You
pay for continuing sessions.

Transportation

From Srinagar airport and back in SUV/
Jeep.

The cost of the trip =
Rs 41000/- per person
including all taxes.

Note: The group size will be limited to
10. Bookings are done on first come
first serve basis and hence no
deadlines. Confirm your place by
making the full payment in advance.
Read our cancellation policy and fill
the release document.

Click here for PAYMENTS

WHAT TO GET ALONG?
Ah, the Kashmiri winters. The temp can fall as low as -10 degrees C in the night, but don’t worry, you will be warm and
comfortable in your room. Day temp is around 10 degrees, but lot depends on the wind chill factor. Right clothing is
absolutely essential. Pile on your woollen sweaters, caps, gloves, socks and a thick jacket. And of course the thermal
innerwear. Weatherproof shoes will make our ramblings in the snow easier. Will provide a complete list on signing up.

GET CONNECTED:
Gaurav Punj
cwh.now@gmail.com | +91 9833829240 | www.connectwithhimalaya.com
Pics from our earlier trip, here
GIFT THIS TRIP
You can chose from gift vouchers starting from Rs 5000.
Write to us with the name of the receiver and the
denomination of the voucher.
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NOTE
All CWH trips have a strict no-alcohol policy.
And no packaged noodles.

